NAPLEX/MPJE Review Information

SCPhA Review Session
The South Carolina Pharmacy Association sponsors a NAPLEX and MPJE review session. This year it is scheduled on May 12-14, 2014 in Columbia, SC. More information will be available later on the SCPhA website regarding registration.

SCPhA: MPJE Review: Resources and Regulation Links

Exam Master Online
It is available under Library Resources from the SCCP website. It has over 1500 multiple choice questions in NAPLEX format. It offers practice exams, generic/brand review, flashcard creator, etc. Sign-up and Login requires access to MUSC email which is your NetID@musc.edu.
Exam Master Online

South Carolina Board of Pharmacy Website
The website has information on the procedures required for licensure in the State of South Carolina. The “Pharmacist Licensure by Exam Requirement” link provides a pdf that need to be completed in order to get licensed.
South Carolina Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation: Pharmacy Licensure

Application for Examination
The SC BOP Application must be completed before taking any examinations. It requires information to be filled and authenticated by the school. There is a non-refundable $100 fee for the BOP application and is valid for one year from the date of receipt.
* Other fees may apply throughout the process of licensure.
SC BOP Application: Licensure by Examination

Review Guides

APhA’s Complete Review for Pharmacy 9th edition
A 40 chapter review of topics covered on the NAPLEX containing Top 200 Drugs, Pharmacy Math, Drug Therapy for Chronic and Common Diseases, and Review Questions after each chapter with test questions. The new edition has chapters on Drug Information, Biostatistics, and Clinical Trial Design, and updated chapters on new drug approvals, indications, and formulations.
Included: CD-ROM
ISBN: 978-1582121628
Available at: Amazon (buy/rent)
The APhA Complete Review for Pharmacy: Amazon.com: Books

A review guide written by Dr. Scott Sutton. It contains over 1400 case application questions with detailed explanation for both correct and incorrect answer, takeaway points at the end of each chapter, and TWO complete practice tests (185 questions each).
Included: CD-ROM
ISBN: 978-0071630122
Available at: Amazon (buy/rent)
**PharmPrep: ASHP's NAPLEX Review 4th edition**

Over 700 topic based cases in various areas of disease management presented as a medical chart with 10 multiple choice questions. The final chapters cover federal law, compounding, calculations and abbreviations.

**Online:** PharmPrep Online (sold separately)
**ISBN:** 978-1585282555
**Available at:** Amazon (buy)

**RxPrep's 2012 Course Book for NAPLEX® Pharmacist Licensure Exam 11th edition**

Over 700 pages of up-to-date content including practice cases with answers for the major therapeutic topics. Essential "must-know" information is bolded or underlined.

**Online:** RxPrep Online (sold separately)
**ISBN:** 978-0615561950
**Available at:** Amazon, Rxprep.com (buy)


A review of the top 200 drugs with over 370 test questions in two full-length practice exams and an online companion to simulate actual exam conditions.

**Online:** NAPLEX Live Online Review, NAPLEX Qbank (sold separately)
**Included:** Online companion contains a practice test and flashcards
**ISBN:** 978-1607146193
**Available at:** Amazon (buy)

**Pharmacy Practice and The Law, 7th edition**

Contains updated legal, regulatory, and policy information and provides background, history, and discussion of the law and how it affects practice. It includes open-ended discussion questions, citations to all laws, court cases, and regulations.

**Included:** Companion website with interactive activities
**ISBN:** 9781284021363
**Available at:** Jblearning.com (buy)

Easy-to-study guide to current federal pharmacy law and review of the most important federal statutes and regulations, including the Patient Protection and Affordable Healthcare Act of 2010. This book is designed to assist in preparing for pharmacy law examinations in all states. Also includes over 350 practice federal law questions and answers.

ISBN: 978-0967633268
Available at: Amazon (buy)

Comprehensive Pharmacy Review 7th edition

A quick review of essential topics for matriculation pharmacy students, instructors and preceptors, professional pharmacists, and foreign pharmacy graduates covering topics such as chemistry, pharmaceutics, pharmacology, pharmacy practice, drug therapy etc.

ISBN: 978-1582557113
Available at: Amazon (buy/rent)
Comprehensive Pharmacy Review: Amazon.com: Books
CD-ROM: Review + Practice Exams (sold separately)
Comprehensive Pharmacy Review NAPLEX® Preparation CD-ROM

Pharmaceutical Calculations 13th edition

Each chapter contains a stepwise approach to solving calculations problems and learning objectives for self-assessment. A companion website includes fully searchable text and an interactive quiz bank with more pharmaceutical calculation review problems.

Included: Companion website
ISBN: 978-1582558370
Available at: Amazon (buy)
Pharmaceutical Calculations 13th edition: Amazon.com: Books

Lange Q&A Pharmacy 10th edition

Over 1500 NAPLEX style questions with explanations for correct and incorrect answers and an informative description of the computer-based examination and two valuable appendices of frequently dispensed drugs and trade names versus generic names.

Included: Companion CD-ROM with 360 Q&As
ISBN: 978-0071740678
Available at: Amazon (buy/rent)
Lange Q&A Pharmacy, Tenth Edition: Amazon.com: Books

*All books can be found at various places in-store and online.
* A file containing the Top 330 Prescription (Rx) Drugs, the Top 50 Intravenous (IV) and the most common Over The Counter (OTC) Drugs will be provided to students by SCCP.

**ProntoPass current edition**

Various materials available for NAPLEX and MPJE review. The ProntoPass system uses Visual Learning, Auditory Learning Repetition and Constant Self Learning to train students to be clinically competent pharmacists ready for the NAPLEX. The ProntoPass Top 200 Drug Chart contains Brand and Generic names for the most commonly used drugs as well as Doses and Indication of use.

Available at: Amazon, Prontopass.com (buy)

ProntoPass NAPLEX Review Top 200 Brand/Generic Drugs Poster

**Practice Exams**

The NABP offers a Pre-NAPLEX exam, which is based on questions from the past years. It is a 50-question, 70-minute practice examination and costs $50 each time. You must complete the test in its entirety once you begin, and you will not be able to review questions or change an answer once you confirm an answer choice. SCCP provides a free pass to all students taking it the first time, although the Pre-NAPLEX may only be taken up to two times.

NABP e-Profile Login

NB: All P4 Students are required to take the Pre-NAPLEX exam before attempting the NAPLEX.

In early January, all SCCP P4 students will be provided a voucher that will allow each student to take the PreNAPLEX practice exam one time; students will be required to take the PreNAPLEX and return a copy of their score sheet to the College. More information will be provided in the near future.

**NAPLEX Overview**

The NAPLEX is a 185 question computer-based examination. Of the 185 questions, 150 will be used to calculate the test score. The remaining 35 questions are pretest items and will not count toward the NAPLEX score. Pretest questions are included on all NAPLEX examinations and cannot be identified by the candidate. Majority of the questions on the NAPLEX are scenarios, based on patient profiles provided with some stand-alone questions as well. **The passing score reported is NOT a percentage value.**

Competency is assessed in 3 different areas:

- Assess Pharmacotherapy to Assure Safe and Effective Therapeutic Outcomes (56%)
- Assess Safe and Accurate Preparation and Dispensing of Medications (33%)
- Assess, Recommend, and Provide Health Care Information that Promotes Public Health (11%)

The minimum acceptable passing score on the NAPLEX scale is 75.

NAPLEX Fee: $505

NAPLEX - National Association of Boards of Pharmacy® (NABP®)

**MPJE Overview**

The MPJE is a two-hour, 90 question computer-based examination of State and Federal Law. Of the 90 questions, 75 are operational and will be used to calculate the score. The remaining 15 questions are pretest items and will not count toward the MPJE score. Pretest questions are included on all MPJE examinations and cannot be identified by the candidate. No distinction is made between federal and state jurisprudence questions. Each question is answered in terms of the
prevailing laws of the state in which you are seeking licensure. **The passing scaled score for MPJE is 75 with a minimum of zero and a maximum of 100.**

**Competency is assessed in 3 different areas:**

- Pharmacy Practice (84%)
- Licensure, Registration, Certification, and Operational Requirements (13%)
- Regulatory Structure and Terms (3%)

MPJE Fee: $210

[MPJE - National Association of Boards of Pharmacy® (NABP®)]